SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
HEALTHCARE - CHILDREN’S HOSPITALS

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL, IOWA CITY, IA
The 500,000 SF, $360 million new Children’s
Hospital is located adjacent to the Kinnick Football
Stadium. The new children’s hospital will expand
existing programs and develop new services. The
design is a collaboration between Foster Partners,
Stanley Beaman Sears and ZGF, with Heery in the
capacity of Executive Architect. CD+M is involved
in the lighting of exterior, interior and clinical
spaces in the facility.

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF SAN ANTONIO, SAN ANTONIO, TX
Stanley Beaman Sears, in partnership with WHR Architects, led the
design of the architecture, interiors and wayfinding for the Children’s
Hospital of San Antonio. The main lobby consists of multiple zones
of activity, connected together using a resin “River Wall” that
connects the various nodes at two levels, while also serving as a
donor wall. The multi-faith chapel is located in the center of the
lobby and contrasts against other zones with a play of compound
curved surfaces and a double layered floating ceiling within. CD+M
provided the interior lighting for this US $75M, 400,000 SF project
which was designed to provide a visually comfortable, playful public
space while delineating the River Wall in a highly memorable fashion.

NEMOURS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL, ORLANDO, FL
Nemours’ newest $400 million facility in Lake Nona, Orlando is
part of a 60-acre pediatric health campus. Upon completion,
The development will include a children’s clinic, emergency
department and diagnostic and ambulatory facility along with
education and research centers. The Nemours building is
divided into a daytime clinic wing and a 95-bed hospital wing.
CD+M’s lighting system for Nemours is designed to 20% under
code allowance and meets Florida’s rigorous lighting codes.
For a facility of its size, the system uses only eight lamp types for
95% of all fixtures.
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